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		The modern marketplace is increasingly unpredictable and there is an ever-greater need for non-financial managers to understand the financial and management accounting process.

	How to Understand Business Finance is not written by an accountant and actually relates to running a business in a real market.  It describes a business as it proceeds from initial set-up through its first year of trading, providing a quick course on business finance as it relates to business growth.  As well as learning how to understand the balance sheet and profit and loss account, readers will also grasp the principles of: market dynamics; budgeting and forecasting; fixed and variable costs; break-even analysis; the difference between profit and cash; financial ratios for measuring business performance; investment appraisal; stock market ratios; shareholder value; financial measures for improving business performance, and much more.
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Neural Networks TheorySpringer, 2007
"Neural Networks Theory is a major contribution to the neural networks literature. It is a treasure trove that should be mined by the thousands of researchers and practitioners worldwide who have not previously had access to the fruits of Soviet and Russian neural network research. Dr. Galushkin is to be congratulated and thanked for his...
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Handbook of Synthetic PhotochemistryJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	Unique in its focus on preparative impact rather than mechanistic details, this handbook provides an overview of photochemical reactions classed according to the structural feature that is built in the photochemical step, so as to facilitate use by synthetic chemists unfamiliar with this topic. An introductory section covers practical...
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Introduction to Coding TheoryCambridge University Press, 2006

	Error-correcting codes constitute one of the key ingredients in achieving the high degree of reliability required in modern data transmission and storage systems. This book introduces the reader to the theoretical foundations of error-correcting codes, with an emphasis on Reed-Solomon codes and their derivative codes. After reviewing linear...
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An Introduction to Modern CosmologyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
An Introduction to Modern Cosmology Second Edition is an accessible account of modern cosmological ideas.  The Big Bang Cosmology is explored, looking at its observational successes in explaining the expansion and age of the universe, the existence and properties of the cosmic microwave background, and the origin of the light elements...
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Mastering SVG: Ace web animations, visualizations, and vector graphics with HTML, CSS, and JavaScriptPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Take the plunge and develop cross-browser-compatible and responsive web designs with SVG

	
		Key Features

		
			Master the art of custom animations and visualizations with SVG, CSS, and JavaScript
	
			Combine SVG with third-party libraries and frameworks such as React, JQuery, D3, and...
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Object-Oriented Programming in the Beta Programming LanguageAssn for Computing Machinery, 1993
This is a book on object-oriented programming and the BETA programming language. Object-oriented programming originated with the Simula languages developed at the Norwegian Computing Center, Oslo, in the 1960s. The first Simula language, Simula I, was intended for writing simulation programs. Simula I was later used as a basis for defining a...
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